Close your communication gaps

More than 48% of dealmakers say that distilling findings is one of the hardest parts of M&A. Boost transparency and speed up reviews with our integrated, easy-to-use findings tool.

Get straight answers
Equip your team with a concise, standardized format to report findings. No more emails to decipher or points to draw out. Keep your running list in one place and filter by what matters most to you.

Spotlight your biggest concerns
Surface issues as they arise in real-time on our dashboard. Review by status and priority. Jump directly to the details. Avoid escalation and omission errors.

Establish clear documentation
Mitigate miscommunications by creating and linking your findings directly from underlying documents. Drill in for further review.

Stay in control
Use feature permissions to control who can see the findings tab and relevant dashboard. Rely on our ironclad security to do the rest.